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Mia Spence had a secret she didn't want anyone to discover. She was a sex addict.But she was not

your average sex addict. Mia had a thing for shifters and she loved nothing more than a night of fun

with a strong, handsome shapeshifter. Werewolves, Werebears, Werelions. You name it, she had it.

However, Mia had never experienced a WerePanther before and when the chance came up for a

casual encounter with twin panthers Caleb and Trent Jackson she could not resist. Little did she

know, this was to be the start of something that had to be seen to be believed.... This is a

paranormal menage romance with the perfect mix of sensual scenes alongside an intriguing plot full

of excitement and adventure!
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Mia, an upcoming singing superstar signed up online to meet werepanther twins Caleb and Trent,

little did she realise how much that one act would change her life. Caleb and Trent Jackson are

owners of a security firm and were keen to meet up with Mia. Unfortunately they had a small amount

of time to get to know each other before Mia had to start her tour as Sarah Gold, singing sensation,

but not before she was pampered and treated like royalty by the twins. Mia , Caleb and Trent

agreed to put everything on hold until Mia came back from her tour. On the last night of her tour Mia

felt so exhausted and almost collapsed onstage. Meanwhile, a psychotic stalker had Mia in their



sights, but Mia didn't realise how possessive and crazy the stalker had gotten.Caleb and Trent were

concerned over the sight of Mia being unwell onstage.What is wrong with Mia, can Caleb and Trent

help her? Who is the psychotic stalker and what do they have in store for Mia? Will they be caught

before something bad happens? Can you guess who the stalker is?I absolutely loved this book, it

hooked me from the start and pulled me along for the entire story. I would definitely recommend this

as a must read book, especially for those who love reading about shifters.

I thought that this was a great book, I had a hard time putting it down. I love the characters, it kept

me interested until the end. I would definitely recommend this book to anyone especially if they love

hot shifters.

I haven't had a good shifter book until I can across this one love it.Emotional, drama, action,

Suspense, violence, there on povs, Hot sex, sadness, laugher, Love, great storyline, great

epilogue.Get to reading you want be disappointed!!!!!

Oh my goodness that was amazing this story is fabulous and I love every minute of it I will say this I

will recommend this book all it's an absolutely beautiful and delightful story I enjoy reading it

This book was really good. You have two were panthers that are gentlemanly. A heroine that is self

sustaining. There's intrigue and mystery. All of these make a very good book. If you love shifters

and love to read like me, I would definitely grab this book!!

Her Panther Twins by Maria AmorMaria loved sex. It calmed and soothed her, especially with a

strong, handsome shapeshifter. They satisfied her as no human seemed to be able to. Caleb and

Trent, the Jackson twins and owners of Jackson Security. One look and all three of them were lost.

Before it was over they were protecting her as well as loving her. Read the book for the fantastic

story. A fast paced, lusty, dangerous and loving story. I highly recommend this menage a trois. I

was hooked from the beginning to the end. It is a well written and enjoyable page turner.Judy

Mia, a singer with a stage name of Sara Gold, signed up online to meet werepanther twins Caleb

and Trent. This would change her life.Caleb and Trent Jackson are owners of a security firm and

keen to meet Mia. They had extremely limited time to get to know each other prior to Mia leaving to

tour. But the twins treated her like a princess in the time they had. They agreed to re-connect after



the tour.At the end of the Mia is exhausted and almost collapses onstage, finishing up early to head

home recover. However, Mia does not yet realise that she has a stalker or watcher not realising how

possessive and crazy the stalker had gotten.Caleb and Trent were concerned over Mia being unwell

onstage.Can they help Mia? Who is the stalker and will they be caught or will they strike?I loved this

book, it hooked me from the beginning. I highly recommend this as a must read, especially for those

who love reading about shifters, despite their being twins the story does not go into graphic detail.

This was such a beautiful love story, I cried happy tears at the end. Mia ran away from a

disfunctional home life when she was 13, literally sang for her supper, and by age 22 her band is

just staring to take off nationwide. She meets the werepanther twins, and her life is changed forever,

but now she has to deal with a crazy stalker along with her growing feelings for the twins. The twins

treat her like a queen, and love and protect her. The ending was so emotional. Great writing.
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